
Contains Multiple Pheromone 
and Food Attractants for 

Stored Product Pests

Net Contents: One Syringe 
Containing Six 3 cc doses 
(0.6 fl oz)

Beetles: Cigarette, Warehouse, Khapra, Flour, 
Saw-Toothed Grain, Drugstore and Others

Moths: Indian Meal, Almond, Tobacco, 
Mediterranean Flour, Cacao, Raisin and Other 
Ephestia Moths

Excessive Heat May Damage Product

Storage and Disposal
Store product at or below room temperature and 
out of reach of children. For longer-term storage of 
more than one month, refrigeration is recommended. 
Dispose of product and packaging by wrapping in 
newspaper and throwing in the trash.

Precautions
Although the product contains no pesticides and 
is not known to be toxic, place out of the reach of 
children. It is recommended to wear gloves when 
handling to avoid getting product odor on skin. If 
product contacts skin, wash with soap and water.
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Directions for Use
InVite Multi-Insect Lure may be used with any glueboard.

Place the cotton on the glueboard and apply the Multi-
Insect Lure to the cotton.

For moth applications, 1/3 dose is sufficient per 
placement.

For Beetle or mixed applications, 2/3 to 1 full dose will 
likely be needed per placement.

Place traps in areas where grain products are stored, 
particularly in areas that provide both food and harborage 
for pests. The InVite Multi-Insect Lure will remain active 
for 60-90 days (longer in cool areas). Place traps about 
every 30 feet, or closer in areas with lots of readily 
available food, for beetle applications. For moths and flying 
beetles, i.e. Cigarette beetles, a 50 foot spacing should 
be adequate. Do not place traps within about 30 feet of 
outside doors, as moths could be drawn in from outside. 

To Use with the D-Sect Station
1. Open the D-Sect Station (see directions in the D-Sect 
Station carton). Remove  the release paper from a D-Sect 

Custom Glueboard and place it in the Station.

2. Place cotton (included with the InVite Multi-Insect 
Lure) on the center of the glueboard. Carefully squeeze 
the desired dose of the Multi-Insect Lure onto the center 
of the cotton.

3. Place the D-Sect in any orientation (it’s not necessary 
to keep it horizontal) and secure the D-Sect if needed 
using Hercules Putty, Liquid Nails, double-sided tape, 
screws, nails, Velcro, Dual-Lock, wire or construction 
adhesive. The Station can also be suspended under 
shelving by using Hercules Putty, Dual-Lock or Velcro 
placed on top of the Station. The cover of the Station can 
be removed for servicing even when the base is secured 
down.

To use with the Hanging PFT Station for 
Moths and Cigarette Beetles

Refer to the hanging PFT Instructions. Fill the Cup about 
1/2 full with water and add 1/3 to 2/3 dose of InVite 
Multi-Insect Lure on top of the water. Hang traps neat 
walls and in a grid pattern with a spacing of 50’-100’ in 
warehouses. Placement a little above eye level is best. Ail 
movement is helpful and temperature above 60 oF.


